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FACT SHEET #10

. Soil Confirmation Sampling
Guidelines Under the Voluntary
Remediation Program

In their 2000 session, the Wyoming Legislature created new
opporlunities, procedures, kind standards for voluntary. I

remediation of contaminatei;! sites. These provisions,
enacted as Article-s 16, 17 and 18 of the Wyoming

Environmental QualityAct and implemented by the Wyoming!Department of Environmental
Quality (DEQ), willgovern future environmental cleanups in!Wyoming.

i . '

This Fact Sheet prbvides guidelines for soil confirmation sampling under the Voluntary
Remediation Progr~m (VRP). '

, I

1. What is soil cqnfirmation s~ and WhY~ needed?
i

Soil confirmationsamples are samples collected at the completionof excavation beneath
oradjacentto areas!fromwhichcontaminatedsoilhas beeniremoved- that is, at the base
and along the side walls of an excavation pit- to determine ot verifywhether cleanup levels
have been achieved. Soilconfirmationsampling is necessaiyfor all remedies that involve
soil excavation. Soilconfirmationsampling is one ofthe keyelements of the VRP, because
it gives volunteers and DEQ a way to evaluate the effectiveness of cleanups and make
decisions about iss~ance of certificates of completion'and other liabilityassurances. .

.2. How are confi~mation sam~roaches develo~ed?
! ' ,

, DEQ has develope~ a standard approach to soil confirmation sampling. The standard soil
confirmation sampling appro<;lchis described, in detail, in the guidelines attached to this
Fact Sheet. Volunteers should followthe guidelines ,carefullyto determine important
confirmation samplihg features such as the number of confirmationsamples, samplingI . ,

locations, and analYticalmethods. Indevelopingthe soilconfirmationsampling guidelines,
DEQ made a numb~r of key decisions including: ' ' ,

I " '

Sites are classifiedas smallor large basedon the excavationarea. , In general,
small sites hlave excavation areas of 10,000 square feet or less. Large sites have
excavation areas of more than 10;000 square feet.. ,

I
The numberof confirmation samples is specified for small sites anp determined on
a site-by-site basis for large sites. '!

Discrete sampling methods are to be used; compositing samples for confirming
completion df soil remediation is riot acceptable without prior approval from DEQ.
, I ' ,

Stand~rd U.~. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) analytical methods and

quality assu~ance/quality control (QAlQC) procedures are required, with laboratory
reporting limits that are appropriate to (Le., equal to or lower than) cleanup levels.I '

I '

I

0

0

0
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Because all cleanup sites are different, the standard confirmation sampling approach
provides opportunitjes for volunteers to develop more individual approaches for large sites
and under certain bther circumstances subject to DEQ approval. While site-specific
variations are allowed, DEQ strongly encourages volunteers to follow the standard
approach to soil cO'lfirmation sampling as much as possible. Using the standard approach
will allow DEQ to quickly evaluate your cleanup and make decisions about certificates of
completion and other liability assurances.

3. How is soil confirmation sam,= documented:

Careful documenta~ion of soil confirmation sampling is ve,ry important. At most sites,
volunteers will develop a Soil Confirmation Sampling Plan aslpart of remedy selection. The
content of Soil Confirmation Sampling Plan is covered in detail in the attached guidelines.
In general, these plans shoulc! describe: -

0 Planned SOil!excavation area ~r areas.

-0 Planned sa+Ple locations and rationale.

0 Approach to sample analysis and planned analytical parameters and methods.

Approach tol data evaluation.<I
0

I

More information on Soil Confirmation Sampling Plans -is included in the attached

guidelines, I

There are certain situations where soil confirmation is needed but a Soil Confirmation
Sampling Plan is not required. The most common example of this is a small site (less than
10,000 square feet) that is accepted into the Independent Cleanup Process (ICP). The ICP
is a streamlined administrative process designed for sites where contamination is limited
to soil and where the remedy is excavation to cleanup levels appropriate for unrestricted
site uses. For morel information on the ICP, see the Fact Sheet #6 Independent Cleanup
Under the Voluntary Remediation Program. Although a Soil Confirmation Sampling Plan
generally is not required for ICP sites, DEQ cautions volunteers that without prior DEQ
review and approval of soil confirmation sampling activities, the Department may require
additional sampling before making a decision about issuance of a certificate of completion
or other-liability asst!Jrance. - - -

In addition, at the !comPletion of soil confirmation sampling all volunteers (including
volunteers with sm~1I sites - in the ICP) should prepare a Remedial Action Completion
Report to document the results of soil confirmation sampling. The content of RemedialI

Action Completion ~eports is described in the attached guidelines.
I

4. What if my confirmation sampling reveals that cleanup levels .have not
been achieved? I - - - .

I

- DEQ understands t~at clea~up projects are iterative and that it can sometimes be very
difficult - even with proper planning - to determine the exact amount of excavation that will-
be needed .to achi~ve cleanup levels. If your soil confirmation sampling reveals that
cleanup levels are not achieved, DEQ will work with you to identify additional remedial
measures, such as kdditional soil excavation, that are appropriate for your site. -I

I
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Ingeneral, DEQadvises volunteers to waitforDEQreviewand approvalofsoilconfirmation
sampling results b~forebackfillingexcavated areas. This willavoidthe need to completely
re-excavate if DE(Qdetermines that additional sampling (or additional soil removal) is
needed. Of cours~, you should at alltimes properlymaintainexcavated areas so that they
do not pose a hazard for workers or the public.

I
I

5. How can I ~et more information about the VRP?, .

For more informati~n,to learn abo'~tVRPsites ~riyourcommunity,to obtain copies ofother
VRP Fact Sheets ahd guidance documents, orto volunteer, qontact DEQ at (307) 777-7752

or through the VRP web site at http://deq.stat~.wy.us/. .

The VRP web site Is updated frequently and includes the latest information about DEQ's
progress in developing guidance, policy, and other supporting documents for the VRP.

",'

"
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Gu[idelines for Soil Confirmation Sampling

1.
T

cOnfirmatiO~ Sampling Approaches. Collection of soil confirmation samples using
the following sampling approaches should be done following excavation and
removal of dontaminated soil:I

a. Small sites: ~10,OOOsq. ft. of excavationfloor area (e.g., pit, trench)
i. I The following tables should be used to determine the minimum

I number of. samples necessary from the excavation floor and
, sidewalls. A minimum of five total confirmation soil samples should

be collected, one from the base and ohe from each of the sidewalls.
For irregularly shaped excavations wthere four walls are not readily

i discernible, divide the total wall' perimeter into four segments of
approximately equal size for <?ollection of excavation sidewall
samples. Sidewall samples are hot required for excavations less
than or equal to 1 ft. in depth.
(1) The minimum number of excavation floorsamples should be

determined from Table 1.

,
i
I

'.. ",':'-Af~~t:Qf~~;i86~:ii~iif~~~~i~!;W!(~~t~tii~il~~H~'b&:f1d1~:§j:M~i:~'g~\~
i

I X < 500 1
$00 ~ X < 1,000 2

I

1JOOO~X < 1,500 3
I

1J500 ~ X < 2,500 4I

2,1500~ X < 4,000 5

4,pOO~ X <. 6,000 6

6,1000~ X < 8,500 7
8,SOO~ X < 10,000 8

I

TABLE 1

(2) The minimum number of excavation sidewall samples should
be determined from the table below.

TABLE 2

Excavation Sidewall Samples

Total Linear Ft. of-Sidewalls Minimum Number of Sam ples
I' .
I X < 100 4

1100 ~ X < 200 5

boo ~ X < 300 6

b

l

00 ~ X < 500 . 7

500 ~ X 8
I
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Fact Sheet #10

b.

Samples will be biased or collected from areas (or depths for
sidewall samples) where the highest concentrations would be

I expected based on priorinvestigations,visiblecontamination,or soiltype/characteristics.
Hi. Sample locationsincludingrationaleforselectionofsample locations

I shouldbeapprovedin advancebyDEQ.
iv. I To demonstrate compliancewith cleanup levels,each sample result

r is compared directly to the cleanup level for each constituent
identified for remediation. If cleanup levels are exceeded at any
single location, additional excavation will be required and additional
soil confirmation samples should be collected within the areas of
additional excavation until compliance with the cleanup levels is
attained.

ii.

Largle Sites: >10,000 sq. ft. of excavation floor area.
L I The number and locationof confirmation soil samplesfor large sites

I should be determined by site-spe9ific characteristics, such asexpected locations of highest contaminant concentrations, variability
of soil contamination, visible; contamination, or soil
type/characteristics.- .

Use of a sampling grid is recommended to determine' soil sample
locations. A scaled square grid is superimposed onto a map of the
remediated area (Including both ~idewalls and base). Some
specified point (usually the southwest corner) is designated as the
0,0 coordinate. The grid is then adjusted, as necessary, to maximize
sampling coverage and to accommodate a minimum of at least one
sample per sidewall. . .

Hi. i A grid cell size of 400 to 1000 sq. ft. will be appropriate for most
I large sites. The number of samples depends on grid dimensions

and area of excavation floor.
If sampling grids are used for collection of soil confirmation samples,
the samples will be collected within each grid using systematic
sampling techniques (sample collected at the center of each grid) or
a random sampling approach (randomly-generated coordinates are
determined using a random number generator). Procedures for
conducting sampling within grids are provided in Methods for
Evaluating the Attainment of qleanup Standards, Volume 1, Soils
and Solid Media (EPA 1989).
To demonstrate compliance with site cleanup levels, each sample
result is directly compared to the cleanup levels. Alternatively, a
statistical approach can be used that allows one or more samples to
exceed the cleanup level. The recommended statistical approach
uses the 95 percent upper confidence level (UCL) on the true
population mean to demonstrate compliance for a single, contiguous

. remedial area. Methodology for this statistical approach is provided
in supplemental guidance to RAGS: Calculating the Concentration
Term, Publication 9285.7-081 (EPA 1992).

vi. I . If cleanup levels are exceeded, 'additional excavation may be'
required until criteria are attained. The radius of excavation around
the sample exceeding the cleanup level is equal to the grid interval.
If additional excavation is required, additional soil confirmation

ii.

iv.

I

v. I
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2.

samples should be collected within the areas of additional
excavation until the cleanup levels are attained.
Alternatively, additional soil samples may be collected to define the
extent of contamination where soil concentrations exceed the
cleanup levels. If the boundaries of contamination are defined with
additional sampling, DEQ will consider use of these additional soil
samples as confirmation samples, as long as the sample results
demonstrate compliance with cleanup levels.

Sample AndlYSis. Analytical methods u~ed for soil confirmation samples should be

appropriate'"'}or the contaminants identified for cleanup at the site. The laboratory
reporting lillJlits should be set at levels equal to ori less than the cleanup levels,
unless other reporting limits are approved by DE~. Laboratory methods and
analyses shpuld be performed in accordance with EPA or other standard methods
[such as Te# Methods for EvaluatingSolid Waste, S,W-846 (EPA 1986)] and using
appropriate QNQC procedures. Generally,constituents insoil will be measuredon
a total,dry-weightbasis. - .

i
Quality Ass~rance/Quality Control. QNQC procedures in the field and laboratory
should be f<bllowed. General QNQC procedures for field activities and laboratory
analyses sh~uld be provided in the Soil Confirmation Sampling Plan (see 4a below).
At a minimuln, the procedures will include the following: .I

I -

Datal quality objectives will be identified so that the types and quantity of
data Fre obtained in a manner such that the data are of known, appropriate,

. and sufficient quality to support their intended use. -I

ProjJct data should be technically sound, statistically valid, and properly
docuh1ented, having been evaluated against EPA-established criteria for
preci~ion, accuracy, representativeness, completeness, and comparability.I

Lab~ratOry reporting limits for sample data should be set at levels less than
or eqlual to the cleanup levels, unless other reporting limits are approved by
DEQf Laboratory reporting limits may need to be lowered to meet cleanup
levels. -

I

vii.

a.

b.

c.

d.
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(3) Samples sufficient to run matrix spike/ matrix spike, as
appropriate.

Field instruments will be properly operated, calibrated, and
maintained by qualifiedpersonnel according to the manufacturer's
guidelines and recommendations.
Sample handling during packaging and shipment should not result
in cross-contamination or loss of contaminants (e.g., VOCs).
Possession or custody of samples should be traceable from the
time of collection until.the time the sample is submitted to the
laboratory...foranalysis., Custody means sample is secured to
prevent tampering, is placed in a d~signated, secured area, or the
sample is .in actual physical possession of the sampler.
Chain-of-custodyrecords are used to document the custody of the
sample from collectionuntilsubmitt~d to the laboratory.
Sample labels are used to accu~atelydocument the sample location,
date/time of collection,and sam'ple analyses requested.

La~oratory QAJQC procedures: '..
i. I The laboratory willmaintain sample integrity, security, and custody.
ii. I Laboratoryqualitycontroisamples should include, at a minimum:

(1) Laboratory method blanks. i
(2) Surrogate spikes, as appropriate.
(3) Laboratory matrix spike/matrix spike du'plicates, as

appropriate. . .

(4) Laboratoryduplicates, as appropriate.
(5) Laboratorycontrolsamples, as appropriate.
Laboratory QC samples are generally analyzed at a frequency of

lone in 20 samples, not includingQC samples.

Document~tion. Soilconfirmationsampling activitiesshould be documented and
documentation should be submitted to DEQ for review and approval. The
document~ include a Soil Confirmation Sampling Plan ,and Remedial Action
CompletiofjlReport. "

a. soil Confirmation Sampling Plan
i. I The Soil Confirmation Sampling Plan may either be provided to DEQ

, as part of the remedy agreement or, for independent cleanup sites,
as part of a proposal for site investigation and cleanup. DEQ
encourages property owners to enter the Voluntary Remediation
Program and obtain DEQ approval prior to soil cleanup and
confirmation sampling. If soil cleanup and confirmation sampling
activities are completed prior .to DEQ approval, DEQ may require
additional work. The soil confirmation sampling plan should include
the following, as appropriate:
(1) Planned soil removal area(s). A scaled map of the planned

sOil removal area(s) with intended locations for soil
confirmation samples identified.
Sample location rationale. Detailed information should be
providedto explainthe rationaleusedto definethe following:""
(a) Confirmation sample locations (with sample grid, as

appropriate ).
Sample depths.

iv. I
I
I

v.

. I
VI. !

I
I
I. I

.. I
VII.

e.

ii..

(2)

(b)
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b.

..

(3)

Sample collection procedures.
Any biases that will or may be used for sample
location selection (e.g., discolored soil, source area,
etc.).
Description of how sample number and locations will
be modified, if excavation area is smaller or larger
than expected.

(f) Field QA/QC.
Sample analysis; The following information should be
provided on the type of sample analysis to be used for the
soil confirmation samples:
(a) Analytical parameters.
(b) Analytical methods. .
(c) Method reporting limit goals.
(d) Laboratory QA/QC.. : ,
Data evaluation. The descriptipn of data evaluation methods
should include information on the following:
(a) Cleanup levels. .

(b) Evaluation methods (e.g., direct comparison to
cleanup levels, statistical evaluations).
Strategy for determining iffurther action is necessary
based on data results; .

(c)
(d)

(e)

I (4)
I
I
I

I

I
i

Remedial Action Completion Report .

i.
I

' Following completion of a remedial aetion involving excavation and
removal of contaminated soil, documentation ofthe soil confirmation

I sampling results is required. The results should be provided with
I the documentation for completion of the remedial. action. The
! documentation should include the following, as appropriate:

I (1) Scaled map of remediationarea(s), sh.owingsample grid (if
i used) and soil confirmation sample locations.
i (2) Description of confirmation sampling, including:
I (a) Confirmation sample locations (with sample grid, as
! appropriate).
, (b) Sample depths.

(c) Sample collection procedures.
(d) Rationale for any modifications to confirmation

sample locations from those specified'in the Soil
Confirmation Sampling Plan.

Confirmation sample results, including:
(a) Tables providing analytical parameters, methods,

and analytical results for each parameter.
Cleanup levels.
Description of data evaluation technique (direct
compari~on to cleanup levels or statisti.cal analysis).
Results of data evaluation, including any additional
remediation that was necessary because of
exceeding cleanup levels.

(e) Laboratory data sheets and data validation results.
Additional information needed to support completion of
remedy agreement requirements.

(c)

(3)

(b)
(c)

(d)

(4)
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